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America’s Wars of Aggression. Syria and the Illusion
of US Invincibility
An uneasy armistice with North Korea, defeat in Vietnam, post-war violence
and chaos in Libya, unacknowledged defeat in Afghanistan, heading for defeat
in Syria.
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America’s vaunted military knows how to wage wars of aggression, not win them – including
time and again failing to win peace,  mass slaughter,  destruction and chaos its  legacy
everywhere its killing machine shows up.

Its post-WW II record includes an uneasy armistice with North Korea, defeat in Vietnam,
post-war violence and chaos in Libya, unacknowledged defeat in Afghanistan with Trump set
to announce escalated US involvement, and heading for defeat in Syria.

Addressing a Foreign Ministry conference on Sunday in Damascus, Assad said

“the  West  is  facing  an  existential  conflict…  living  in  a  state  of  hysteria
whenever there is a state that wants to take part with it in the international
decision-making in any field and in any place in the world.”

“We paid a dear price in Syria in this war, but we have managed to foil the
Western project in Syria and the world.”

“Talking about foiling the Western project in the region doesn’t mean we are
victorious.”

“They have failed, but the battle is still going on. They have failed until this
moment,  and we haven’t  won until  this moment.  The signs of  victory are
there…”

Miles remain to achieve it,  things heading in the right direction, a hopeful sign. Assad
thanked Russia, Iran and Hezbollah for their invaluable contribution to combatting foreign-
supported terrorism.

Syria  is  fighting  against  and  defeating  “the  fiercest  terroristic  organizations  supported  by
the strongest and richest countries in the world,” Assad explained.

Russia especially “never stopped supporting the Syrian army or offering whatever it needs
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for it to carry out its tasks in combating terrorism.”

Assad  blasted  Turkey’s  Erdogan  as  an  invader,  his  support  for  terrorists  exposed,  an
adversary not to be trusted. He called Syrian territorial  integrity “not up for debate or
discussion.”

America’s longest war in modern times continues endlessly in Afghanistan, accomplishing
only greater carnage and human misery the longer it’s waged.

On Monday evening, Trump is expected to announce the deployment of around 4,000 more
US combat troops to the country, according to CBS News.

The network cautioned that plans could change before he delivers his Monday evening
address. He delegated warmaking authority to generals, letting them decide on theaters to
engage in, troop deployments and related issues.

Ahead of his address, commander of US forces in Afghanistan General John Nicholson Jr. said

“I  assure you we are with you in this  fight.  We are with you and we will  stay
with you,” remarks made to Afghan commandos.

Deploying more US forces perpetuates the illusion of a winnable war lost years ago – well
known in Washington and the Pentagon without acknowledging it.

America targeted the country for its strategic importance, a geopolitical prize, straddling the
Middle East, South and Central Asia, in Eurasia’s heartland close to Russia.

Afghanistan serves as a US land-based aircraft carrier, part of its plan to encircle Russia and
China with military bases.

Permanent occupation is planned to exploit regional oil, gas and other resources, including
significant Afghan riches.

It’s also about maintaining the country as the world’s largest opium producer, used to
produce heroin, flooding world markets with it, the CIA and Wall Street profiting from it.

It’s virtually inconceivable for Trump to announce withdrawal, ending 16 years of war.

It  continues  endlessly  despite  being  unwinnable  –  a  forever  war  like  in  other  US  conflict
theaters,  benefitting  America’s  military/industrial  complex  hugely,  profiting  from  naked
aggression.
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